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Introduction 
 
The ‘Oxford Firsts’ conference held in Oxford on Saturday, 28

th
 

April 2007, proved to be more successful than could have been 
imagined. Around 30 participants attended the conference, while 
approximately 80 people came to the concert. While these are not 
large figures, they were above what was anticipated, considering 
the short notice of set up and promotion and the relatively small 
interest the Jew’s harp has here in the UK.  
 
‘Oxford Firsts’ was a joint event co-organised by the Islands 
of the North Atlantic Jew’s Harp Association and The Bate 
Collection of Musical Instruments. The aim of the conference 
and concert that took place on Saturday, 28

th
 April 2007 in 

Oxford was to provide an opportunity for local and national 
players of the Jew’s harp to come to a greater understanding 
of the international and national significance of the 
instrument, along with raising its profile to a general 
audience. The conference was attended by players and 
enthusiasts from around the UK, Europe and Asia, while the 
concert audience included those interested in specific items, 
such as the classical section, and local residents who 
appreciate all genres of music.  
 
The name, ‘Oxford Firsts’, was chosen as it indicated the 
fact that a number of firsts for the UK took place during the 
day. They included the first conference and concert 
dedicated to the Jew’s harp; the first visit of international 
players from the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) and Japan; the 
first performance of a classical piece written especially for 
the Jew’s harp in 1768; the first performances of pieces 
arranged for the event, and the first showing of children’s 
artwork particularly produced brought from the Sakha 
Republic (Yakutia) for the occasion. 
 
For me the two moments that made it all worthwhile were lunch 
and the final mass jam. It had been intended that we would show a 
film over lunch, but the buzz and excitement in the room was such 
that we decided to ‘go with the flow’ and play it later in the day. We 
had always intended to have a final all-in at the end of the concert, 
but it turned into an impromptu workshop when Spiridon Shishigin 
led a call & response piece from Yakutia. These two moments 
epitomised the bringing together of different ages, cultures and 
approaches to music that can be inspired by the Jew’s harp. That 
we in turn inspired Spiridon to record new material was the icing on 
the cake. 
 
Thanks to all involved. 

Michael Wright 
 
 
 
 
 

IoNAJHA is set up to… 
 1. Promote the Jew's harp in 

England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales 
2. Share information 

3. Raise the standard of playing  
4. Encourage research and its 

publication  
5. Run workshops, events and 

occasional conferences / festivals 
6. Give talks  

7. Produce an occasional newsletter 
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Background 

In 2004 I met with Helene la Rue, late curator of the Pitt Rivers 
Museum and Bate Collection of Musical Instruments (see below for 
obituary) to talk about things Jew’s harpish. Over dinner we 
discussed the idea of running a joint conference on the Jew’s harp, 
where the Bate would provide the venue and staff, while I would 
organise the speakers and performers. Due to various external 
issues, this remained an idea until I was contacted back in 
December 2006 by Misha Hamid who was looking for someone to 
organise a couple of concerts for Spiridon Shshigin. Given 
Spiridon’s international reputation and the fact that this was his fist 
visit to the UK, plus the idea of running a conference, festival (I 
wasn’t sure which) anyway, it seemed reasonable to combine the 
two. The rule in setting festivals up is that you need 12 to 18 
months, so what could be achieved in 4 was limited. Grant 
applications were put in, dates fixed and a huge piece of luck when 
I mentioned what I was doing to the COO of Wiley-Blackwell, who 
immediately offered a sum of money that meant we could start the 
project with some chance of achieving it.  
 
Further private funds came from individuals – Paul Johnson, an 
enthusiast for at least the last 40 years – and the sponsorship of 
the School of Oriental and African Studies, London, of Spiridon’s 
expenses from Moscow. The speakers only asked for travel 
expenses, and other performers / speakers, such as John Wright 
from France and Leo Tadagawa from Japan (who happened to be 
in Italy, heard through the grapevine we were running the day and 
asked to come) came on the understanding that we would 
contribute to their expenses, if we could sell enough tickets. 
 
It’s difficult to explain how little is known about the Jew’s harp in 
the UK, so getting enough people to come to the day was a 
challenge. There is the Association, of course, but word spread 
and other enthusiasts passed on information, for which I am very 
grateful, and local player, Paul Onions, contacted the local press 
and television.  
 
The end result is that we have broken even and put a marker down 
for the next one. We did, however, have a very good interview on 
local radio at 7am (yes 7am, Spiridon, John and Lucy all got up to 
join me at the radio station), and ‘Oxford Today’ sent a reporter to 
the conference itself, the piece going out on the Monday evening. 
 

Michael Wright 
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The Conference 
 

Location 
The conference was held in a University of Oxford’s Faculty of Music 
lecture room. Spiridon Shishigin, Jonathon Cope and Dan Moi brought 
instruments for sale, while Spiridon Shishigin had drawings by school 
children in Yakutia, which were drawn especially for our festival and were 
blue-tacked to the walls, making a fine show. 
 
Format 
On the morning of the conference Lucy, John and Michael Wright, 
accompanied by Spiridon Shishigin were interviewed live on Phil 
Mercer’s ‘Saturday Breakfast’ show at the Oxford Radio studios.  
 

At the event, and due to numbers being higher than expected, the 
Music Department of the University of Oxford provided the venue. 
Participants had the opportunity to view collections and suppliers 
from around the world, and to see an exhibition of children’s 
artwork especially produced for the event by thirty-six pupils, aged 
from 8  to 16 years old, from Pokrovsk High School No.1, Chymnai 
High School, and Oktemtsy High School No.1. 
 

A variety of speakers of academic esteem and knowledgeable 
enthusiasts gave talks on the historical and cultural significance of 
the Jew’s harp in the UK and its international context. Michael 
Wright and Angel Impey opened the conference with a talk on the 
link between the West Midland Jew’s harp makers of the 19

th
 and 

early 20
th
 century and the KwaZulu Natal players of South Africa. 

Michael concentrated upon the manufacturing and export aspect of 
the story, while Angela explained how a European instrument was 
adapted to local musical, cultural traditions. Of particular interest to 
the audience were field recordings and videos of players collected 
by Angela. 
 

Geoff Egan of the Museum of London followed with a talk on the 
earliest identifiable Jew’s harp found to date (late 13

th
-early 14

th
 

century), which he brought for close examination. He also 
explained the significance of the Portable Antiquities Scheme of the 
British Museum in recording the various types found throughout 
England and Wales. 
 

Leo Tadagawa from Japan is a noted photographer and recorder of 
players from around the world, but on this occasion he presented a 
show of photographs of Jew’s harp monuments that are found in 
Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Austria and Japan. He followed this with 
demonstrations of various types of instrument that can be found in 
Asia, including Papua New Guinea, Japan and other parts of Asia. 
There followed a series of demonstrations from various members of 
the audience of their instruments, style of playing, etc. It was during 
this talk that a BBC South Today cameraman joined the conference 
for the purpose of providing material for broadcast on the following 
Monday. 
 

After lunch Spiridon Shishigin of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) gave 
a talk on the importance in his coutry of the Jew’s harp (or 
khomus). The khomus plays a significant part in the teaching of 
music in Sakha-Yakutia, hence the artwork from the local students. 
Spiridon also demonstrated and explained something about the 
unique style the khomus, his words translated by Misha Hamid, to 
whom we give aspecial thanks. 
 

John Wright finished the formal part of the proceedings with an 
explanation of the mechanics of the Jew’s harp as found around the 
world, based upon the research he co-edited for the Musee de 
l’Homme in Paris. This was a precursor for visits to the Bate 
Collection of Musical Instruments and the Pitt Rivers Museum 
collections, the latter one of the most significant in the UK. The 
Curator, Hélène La Rue, gave a private view to the participants of 
instruments not on public show at the moment. 
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Angela Impey & Michael Wright 
Unravelling the Mystery of the Nguni Jew’s Harp the 
Birmingham – Kwazulu Natal Connection  
 
This talk by Jew’s harp historian, Michael Wright, and South 
African ethnomusicologist, Angela Impey, introduces collaborative 
research which they have recently embarked upon, motivated 
largely by a photograph of a young Zulu woman Jew’s harp player, 
date 1900-1908. Described by Michael as the ‘Rosetta Stone’ of 
southern African jew’s harp history, the image contains numerous 
fascinating features from which they are attempting to decipher the 
trade of Jew’s harps from the English West Midlands to southern 
Africa in the 1800s, and its consequent adaptation by Nguni 
women in KwaZulu Natal to traditional mouthbow performance 
practices. 
 
The talk will examine the history of Jew’s harp manufacturing in 
Birmingham, its trade to South Africa, and its dissemination into 
far-flung reaches of the southern African region. It will examine the 
musical adaptations of the Jew’s harp by Nguni women, its cultural 
function as a walking instrument, and conclude with suggestions 
for why it almost disappeared in the 1970s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Geoff Egan 
Excavated Jews' Harps from the Portable Antiquities Scheme 
and Other Sources  
  
The oldest surviving Jews' harps in the UK, dating to the later 
medieval period (c1270-1350 and later), have all been recovered 
from the ground. The Portable Antiquities Scheme, the first 
national indicator for England and Wales particularly of rural finds, 
is filling in the picture established by finds from formal excavations, 
which are largely urban or from the sites of major religious 
houses. The database lists 88 items under Jews' harps, and 
though the majority have been correctly identified, a very 
few appear to be other objects.  
 
Whereas those on the database have copper-alloy frames, a 
significant proportion of those from formal excavations have iron 
ones. There is little variation within the two most common forms -
 'medieval' relatively small, circular frames and 'post-medieval' 
generally larger, D-shaped or oval ones. The reliability of the 
dating will be discussed as will variations on the commonest forms. 
Some examples were assigned to the Anglo-Saxon period in the 
19th century, but this seems to have been a case of mistaken 
circumstantial evidence. The distribution across England and 
Wales and the categories of site at which finds so far predominate 
will also be considered. No field investigation has yet produced 
evidence of manufacture, and written sources emphasise the 
import from Europe of Jews' harps in the late medieval and early-
modern periods. 
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Leo Tadagawa 
Journey with a camera 
Being Japanese, Leo couldn't understand why he was interested in 
the Jew's harp so much, particularly as the tradition seemed to 
have disappeared in Japan. After encountering two iron 
instruments from the 10th century, excavated from neighbouring 
town, however, he started to think that there were possibilities. 
Moreover, he found a country - Sakha (Yakutia) - where the Jew's 
harp player is considered as a normally respected person. Now 
Leo is established as one of the regions – and world’s – great 
players, invited to perform in concert and on recordings, and has 
found other players in Hokkaido whom he enthusiastically 
promotes. Over the years Leo has taken some of the most 
extraordinary photographs of players from all around the world and 
will share his work and talk about his experiences while journeying 
with his camera. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Spiridon Shishigin 
Workshop and Talk 
 
Spiridon Shishigin, world famous khomus virtuoso from Republic of 
Sakha-Yakutia in Siberia, is giving an exclusive workshop for 
anyone interested in this most ancient musical instrument. 
 
Khomus is an instrument with spiritual and healing effects. The 
area around Lake Baikal is not only the home of the Turks, 
Mongolian and Tartar peoples, but also the original home of the 
mouth harp. From here the instrument has spread almost all over 
the world. The Sakha people say that the khomus /mouth harp/ 
has been their means of expression, central to their existence, for 
at least three thousand years. 
 
Spiridon has been propagating the khomus music for almost 30 
years, improving the performing technique and the methods of 
playing. At this workshop he will give a brief history of khomus in 
Siberia, and dedicate most of the time to the practical side – 
specifics of Siberian khomus and the unique playing techniques. 
 
This session provided: 
1) information on Republic of Sakha Yakutia and its inhabitants. 
2) a short history of khomus in the Republic. 
3) a workshop on the playing of the Sakha khomus, including 
specifics and techniques of playing Sakha-Yakutian style that will 
be explained and showed in practice. 
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John Wright 
The Jew's harp: form following function.  
 
"Jew's harp" used as a generic term covers instruments presenting 
a wide variety of form according to provenance. The forms cannot 
be fully understood without some knowledge of the acoustical and 
mechanical principles that underlie them, which in spite of the 
instrument's simple aspect are quite complex and would be quite 
hard to discover in the first place. This observation coupled to the 
fact that as an indigenous instrument  the Jew's harp is 
widespread but by no means universally distributed throughout the 
globe gives lie to the popular myth that it is "Mankind's first 
instrument".  
 
Reference to museum collections shows the variety of ways in 
which different cultures have adapted the basic working principles 
according to musical needs and visual aesthetic tastes, along with 
the ingenious methods employed for setting the instrument in 
vibration and increasing the duration of the sound.   
 
The Bate Collection of Musical Instruments collection 
A collection of 10 mediaeval Jew's Harps.  These instruments were 
purchased at auction and their provanance is not known.  Two of 
the instruments are made of bronze and are said to have been 
found at an archaeological site in a Gallo-Roman context in central 
France.  A number of the instruments are very similar to Jew’s 
harps dating from the 15th and 16th centuries in museums in 
France and the Netherlands. 
 
Due to their age, these instruments have lost all or most of their 
feathers. 
 
The Pitt Rivers Museum collection 
The museum holds one of the largest collections in the UK of 
Jew’s harps from around the world. 164 have been catalogued 
from Assam, Algeria, India, Java, Malaya, Nigeria, Papua New 
Guinea, Russia, Sarawak, Solomon Islands, Sumatra, Taiwan, The 
Philippines, Tibet and the UK, made from palm wood, bamboo and 
various metals. A cross-section of instruments is on public display 
and will be viewable until 4:30pm.
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The Concert 

 
Location 
The concert was held at the Wesley Memorial Methodist Church. 
The Wesley Room was made available for displays, trade stands, 
film presentations and a general mingling area. 
 
Format 
Prior to the concert the Wesley Memorial Methodist Church 
venue provided a room for the conference participants to 
meet and exchange ideas, techniques, stories, etc. There 
was also an opportunity to view films provided, again for the 
event, on festivals held in Hungary and Amsterdam. 
 
The Concert itself was divided into three sections intended to 
show the diversity of the Jew’s harp: the themes being 
Traditional, Classical and World Music.  
 
The Traditional Music section was dedicated to John 
Campbell, the Irish storyteller and trump player, who died in 
October 2006, including traditional playing from England, 
Ireland and Scotland. It began with the first appearance of 
the Wright Family to include all four members, playing 
hornpipes, jigs and reels. This was followed by Lindsay 
Porteous of Scotland playing various types of mouth 
instruments – Jew’s hard, mouth-bow and one of his own 
creation, the ‘humdrum’. 
 
Part two concentrated upon the Jew’s harp as a classical 
instrument. It began with an ensemble piece arranged by the 
mandora  player, Lynda Sayce, for small orchestra alone, 
and was followed by two pieces arranged by Michael Wright 
and Lynda Sayce for Jew’s harp and mandora that included 
a suite of tunes from the Northumbrian Pipers Association 
collection, again given its inaugural performance. The final 
piece for this section was the first performance in the UK of 
Albrechtsberger’s Concerto in D, written in 1768. This is a 
complex piece requiring five Jew’s harp to play and was well 
received by the audience. 
 
After the break the three world masters each gave a recital 
from their various regions. John Wright began with Irish and 
other European styles collected over 40 years of playing. 
Leo Tadagawa then used a number of different instruments 
in a range of Asian styles, including a magnificent 
composition of his own requiring four brass instruments from 
China. The evening ended with Spiridon Shishigin 
performing pieces from his native country, inspired by the 
landscape and natural features of Sakha-Yakutia. For his 
final piece, all of the players in the audience who were willing 
were invited up on to the stage for a ‘call and response’ 
piece normally played at the Summer Solstice, Sakha-
Yakutia, for which around twelve players joined in. 
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The Wright Family – John, Michael, David and Lucy  
Since John picked up a Jew’s harp in the 1960’s, and taught 
brothers Michael and David, they have performed intermittently 
over the years and were recorded in 1974 for the acclaimed record 
(now CD) ‘The Lark in the Clear Air‘. Now David’s daughter, Lucy, 
is carrying on the tradition and the performance saw the first 
gathering of the whole family in concert playing anything from 
traditional tunes to 1930’s vaudeville. The set included Irish jigs 
and reels, English morris tunes, along with songs from Michael, 
accompanied by John, and Lucy, accompanied by Michael (now 
on YouTube), plus an interpretation of the ‘Black & White Rag’, by 
father and daughter, David and Lucy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lindsey Porteous 
Lindsey is probably the most wellknown traditional Twanger (Jew's 
harper) from Scotland. He has played on a lot of traditional music 
occasions, not only in Scotland but also in the U.S.A. In Scotland 
there is an annual Jew's harp competition at the Auchtermauchty 
festival, where Jew's harpers all over from Scotland try to win the 
Lindsay Porteous Cup – our association member, Paul Anderson 
having done so eight times (and counting). Lindsay is a multi-
instrumentalist and has published a lot of traditional recordings on 
Jew's harp, mouth bow, mouth organ, harmonica, dulcichord, hum-
drum, pennywhistle etc., but he also uses the cantarach-style, the 
traditional mouth-music as for lilting, jigling and didling. For many 
years he accompanies on his instruments the well-known Scottish 
storyteller Duncan Williamson. Lindsay brought his unique 
approach to music, playing Jew’s harp, mouth-bow and his own 
‘humdrum’, the finale being a foxhunt with dogs, horses, 
‘hallooing’… 
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Lynda Sayce 
Albrechtsberger’s Concerto for Jew’s harp, mandora and 
strings and other pieces. 
Lynda Sayce is one of the UK's leading lutenists, and is noted both 
as a performer and as a musical scholar with a strong interest in 
history, literature and the visual arts. She studied at St. Hugh's 
College, Oxford, where she matriculated in History and graduated 
in Music. She then studied lute with Jakob Lindberg at the Royal 
College of Music, and also took continuo classes with Nigel North. 
She holds a Ph.D for her research on the history of the theorbo, 
which is to be published as two books in 2005-6. Lynda has 
contributed articles to Early Music, the Revised New Grove 
Dictionary of Music, and the art journal Apollo, and has edited 
many music publications. She performs regularly with leading 
period instrument ensembles, including The King's Consort, the 
Academy of Ancient Music, the Orchestra of the Age of 
Enlightenment, and the Musicians of the Globe. For many years 
she was lutenist with the award-winning ensemble Charivari 
Agréable. Lynda appears on more than 100 CD recordings, and 
has broadcast on radio and TV stations throughout Europe, and in 
the USA, Japan and South America. 
 
Lynda (mandora), will lead local baroque music players Bojan Čičič 
(Violin), Ann Lingas (Violin) and Judith Dall'osso (Cello). 
Classical Music saw the first performance of four pieces. Lynda 
Sayce and the ensemble brought together for the occasion, played 
‘???’. This was followed by two pieces arranged by Lynda Sayce  
and Michael Wright, ‘Sellinger’s Round’ and a Northumbrian Suite   
of ‘Lady Coventry’s Minuet’, ‘Bobby Shafto’ & ‘Bonny at Morn’. The 
final piece was the performance of Albrechtsberger’s Concerto in D. 
 
After the break the three world masters showed how extraordinarily 
different the Jew’s harp can be. Leo Tadagawa Spiridon Shishigin  
 
Three of the world’s great players on stage together in the UK for 
the first time. Each has performed separately or together over the 
years and we are very privileged to have them at the concert. 
John Wright 
John Wright. A player of international repute, organologist and co-
author of the seminal work ‘Les Guimbardes’, for the Musée de 
l’Homme, published in 1978. John recorded ‘The Lark in the Clear 
Air’ in 1974 and has contributed to CD’s periodically since then. 
John Wright began with the UK tradition of playing jigs, reels, 
marches, etc. paying homage to Angus Lawrie of Scotland. 
Leo Tadagawa 
Photographer, researcher and player, Leo Tadagawa from Japan, 
is established as one of the regions – and world’s – great players, 
invited to perform in concert and on recordings. played a variety of 
instruments from Asia – iron, bamboo, brass – the finale being his 
magnificent ‘???’. 
Spiridon Shishigin 
Shishigin Spiridon Spiridonovich is an outstanding performer from 
Sakha-Yakutia, Far East of the Russian Federation.  He has been 
promoting khomus (Jew’s harp) music for 30 years, continuously 
improving technique and the methods of playing. ended the 
evening, and its hard to describe how his changes of pace, variety 
of sound, use of various techniques took us to another part of our 
world. The finale, where everyone willing joined him in a Summer 
Solstice tune of call and response was a fitting end to the day. 
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Helene La Rue, 1951-2007 

Curator of the Bate Collection  

Extract from Obituaries, The Independent: 3
rd

 August 2007  

Hélène Thérèse La Rue, musician, musicologist and museum curator:  
born Croydon, Surrey 4 December 1951;  
Fellow, St Cross College, Oxford 1995- 2007;  
University Lecturer in Ethnomusicology and Organology, Oxford University                                                  
1995-2007;  
Curator, Bate Collection of Musical Instruments 1995-2007;  
staff, Pitt Rivers Museum 1980-2007,  
Curator of the Musical Collections 1995-2007;  
Director, National Musical Instrument Register and Database 1995-2007;  
died Oxford 13 July 2007.  

Hélène La Rue achieved great distinction in the spheres of museology and ethnomusicology. She oversaw the 
Musical Collections at the Pitt Rivers Museum in Oxford from 1980, and after her appointment as Curator of the Bate 
Collection of Musical Instruments at Oxford University in 1995, divided her time between the two museum collections. 

The Bate Collection, housed in the Faculty of Music, celebrates the history and development of musical instruments 
from the medieval period until the present day, and includes historical woodwind, brass and percussion, and over a 
dozen historical keyboards. It was donated in the Sixties to Oxford University by Philip Bate, who stipulated it had to 
be maintained as a teaching collection with a specialist curator. 

Born in 1951, La Rue was educated at Coloma Convent School, Croydon, where her mother taught art, and the Royal 
College of Music. She studied music at Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, from 1970 to 1974 (she was one of my first pupils 
there). As an undergraduate she developed a keen interest in organology - the study of musical instruments and their 
classification - under the guidance of Anthony Baines, first curator of the Bate Collection, and her doctoral thesis was 
English popular musical instruments from the Middle Ages until 1800 (1978). Thereafter she continued to pursue her 
research widely in the areas of musical instruments and cultures, carrying out fieldwork in Japan, China and Europe. 
On completion of her doctorate, she joined the Pitt Rivers Museum. 

La Rue was a Fellow of St Cross College and an University Lecturer in Ethnomusicology and Organology from 1995, 
teaching, lecturing and supervising postgraduate students for both the Music and Anthropology faculties. She 
encouraged students to use the resources of the Bate - which she maintained as a playing collection - and her 
lectures on organology and ethnomusicology inspired many to explore the riches of historical and world instruments. 

Hélène La Rue was a person of many talents. She was a skilled lacemaker and embroidered items for friends, as well 
as making her own clothes (until she found she was able to have them made for her by a specialist clothes shop in 
Oxford); she also had a penchant for hand-made shoes and collected classic children's books. Among the 
instruments she played herself were the Northumbrian smallpipes: she helped to form a group of enthusiasts, and her 
Oxford Pipers regularly hosted courses for novice and expert pipers alike. As a result of her efforts, the best place to 
learn to play the Northumbrian pipes outside Northumberland has been said to be Oxford. 

She once heard one of the St Peter's College porters playing authentic classic digeridoo music in the street. She 
followed him into the college and booked him to speak at the Bate Collection, despite his lack of formal qualifications. 
Her interest led him to form ambitions for further education. 

La Rue took an interest in local affairs and was a popular director of the Anglican church choir in her village: she 
herself was a devout Roman Catholic. Several neighbours' cats adopted her over the years and more or less moved 
in with her, a situation accepted with resigned good humour by their original owners. She was a member of the Morris 
car society, and her own 1955 black Morris still had all its original leather upholstery in beautiful condition. 

Susan Wollenberg  

 

 


